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Geneva, 10.03.2022 

Whilst armed conflict rages on in the streets of Ukraine, the economic struggle is also becoming 

more and more significant. Western sanctions against Russia are pushing the country to turn 

to its large Asian neighbour. Following the banning of certain banks from the SWIFT network, 

a rapprochement with China and its CIPS network seems to be in the offing.  

As a reminder, on the 28th of February 2022, a joint statement on economic measures against 

Russia was published by the European Commission, France, Germany, Italy, the United 

Kingdom, Canada, and the United Statesi. Amongst other restrictions, seven selected Russian 

banks have been removed from the SWIFT systemii.   

This alert aims to highlight the existing payment infrastructure and the principal issues 

surrounding its use. 

SWIFT network, first pressures, and search for self-reliance 

Most banks in the world, including major Russian ones, are connected to the SWIFT network, 

standing for “Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication”. SWIFT is a 

messaging system relaying instructions between banks and is above all used for cross-border 

communications linking multiple parties. It handles more than fifty million messages and 

enables transactions worth USD 5 trillion across the world each day. But it is neither a financial 

institution nor a payment system, as it can’t itself move money.  

This organisation was founded in 1973 as a cooperative company based in Belgium. It connects 

about eleven thousand financial institutions across two hundred countries and territories. 

Despite some computer attacks targeting individual banks, the global system is secure, as it is 

run from three data centres that can each handle independently all traffic in case of failure of 

one of the other data centres. Since SWIFT is the first and principal actor in this domain, it has 

also become the standard for syntax in financial communication, so that messages formatted 

to SWIFT standard can be processed in other processing systems even if the messages do not 

travel over the SWIFT network. Furthermore, the network is operational 24/7 all around the 

globe. Without SWIFT, transfers and payments can continue, but with delays. In fact, 

banks having correspondent accounts will still be able to exchange data and money, but 

the information chain will be much slower. 

The system is supposed to be neutral but has already been used several times to sanction a 

state. As it is known, being banned from the system can be used as a coercive measure. Since 

the annexation of Crimea in 2014, Russia, which has already been threatened with such 

measures, has implemented its own network, named SPFS. This alternative to SWIFT has been 

created, precisely, as a backup measure in case of blocking. For now, it is mostly used by 

national institutions. Around 20% of transfers within Russia are made through this system. 

Currently the Russian network is small, at most including twenty-three foreign banks, though 

more could join in the event of a SWIFT ban, and can only be used during working hours. In 
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addition to being a back-up plan, SPFS is for Russia a tool allowing it to be more self-reliant, 

diminish its exposure to the West and counter the supremacy of the dollar-denominated global 

financial system. 

CIPS as an alternative 

Like Russia, China has its own messaging system: CIPS. The” Cross-border Interbank Payment 

System”, or “China Interbank Payment System”, is slightly bigger and more developed than 

SPFS. It includes seventy-five direct participants within China, and one thousand two hundred 

indirect ones. Its infrastructure is based on SWIFT’s messaging standards. The system is 

however designed for Chinese Yuan trades only. So far, CIPS handles just a fraction of SWIFT’s 

transactions, as it manages only fifteen thousand messages each day. For international claims, 

CIPS relies on SWIFT’s financial messaging services. 

For Russia, CIPS could be a more viable long-term solution to counter the sanctions, and if CIPS 

and SPFS work together on this, they also get closer to their goal of becoming used 

internationally and eroding the position of the dollar in the global financial system. The 

Renminbi has more potential than the Ruble of becoming a rival currency to the US dollar. 

Indeed, even if for now the Yuan only covers 3% of global exchanges, while the dollar reaches 

40%, the Ruble is still far behind those numbers. In addition, 17.5% of exchanges between 

Russia and China are already in Yuan. This proportion will increase if Russia makes greater use 

of the CIPS solution. Although common development will take time to build up, it shows that 

is in the interests of China and Russia to create relations independent of SWIFT.  

Those reasons are partly why Russia is considering China and its CIPS network in order to 

continue international transfers despite the sanctions imposed. In this context, both countries 

agreed on a “no-limit” partnership on the 4th of February 2022, some days before the crisis. 

Furthermore, CIPS and SPFS are already connected. This joint work could benefit both parties. 

However, foreign sanctions targeting individual banks who deal with Russia could hinder those 

efforts. Indeed, even if the systems are independent, they require the participation of actual 

banks which could be directly threatened by Western countries. In conclusion, even if CIPS 

would probably not be enough for Russia for now, this ban from SWIFT could have been the 

little boost Russia and China needed to undertake their common project: reduce their economic 

dependence on the US dollar and the Western-controlled SWIFT. 
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We are at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

Best regards, 

BRP Bizzozero & Partners SA 

 

Disclaimer: 

This Alert is covered by the agreement for the provision of the BRP cross-border Country 

Manuals. 

It is strictly forbidden to transmit this alert to any persons outside the institution. In case of 

non-authorised transmission, the institution is liable for any damage suffered by BRP & Partners 

SA. 

This text may not be reproduced, partially or entirely, without stating the source: Bizzozero & 

Partners SA, 10.03.2022 

Endnotes 

 

i Joint Statement on further restrictive economic measure by the European Commission on the 26th 

February of 2022. 
ii Switzerland followed those decisions on the 4th March of 2022. 


